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instructions

SMALLER SIZE • BIggER OppORtunItIES

Introducing the five-door GMC Granite Urban Utility 
Vehicle concept—the newest GMC concept to meld 
innovative functionality in seating, storage, cargo 
areas and technology to form an agile, modern  
and economical vehicle. The Granite’s attention to 
detail, supporting technology and smaller size have 
stretched the possibilities of what a GMC can be.

The GMC Granite’s 1.4L turbocharged engine with 
6-speed automatic transmission and dual clutch 
technology is part of GM’s new family of small- 
displacement, highly efficient four-cylinder engines 
that deliver both performance and fuel economy.  
 
Current GM estimates place Granite’s highway fuel 
economy within the mid 30s.* 

27*
Satin and brushed metal trim accented by bold lines express the GMC Granite design team’s original 

intent of creating a precise instrument wrapped within a protective, industrial case.

Concept vehicle shown. Not available for sale. 

Despite being a smaller GMC concept, the 
Granite’s specially configured wheelbase, 
flexible rear seats and under-floor storage 
allows for plenty of cabin space and will  
provide seating for up to five passengers.  
 

Rear-hinged back doors eliminate the need for a center 
pillar. This obstruction-free frame with right front and 
rear passenger seats that flip up and fold in creates a 
long, unobstructed storage space.  
 

5 easy  in  • easy  out

unMIStAkABLE  chARActER 

DuRABLy  pREc ISE

33*

CITY HWY

Make the most of this guide.

Visit gmc.com/granitedownloads to get 
BeeTagg or a similar app on your smartphone. Once 
installed, just point and click at the Quick Reference 
(QR) codes to learn more about the GMC Granite  
Urban Utility Vehicle concept. Don’t have a smart-
phone? Just visit the Web sites below the codes.
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